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Neuro-bionic Architecture of Automation
Systems - Obstacles and Challenges
E.Brainin, D. Dietrich, W. Kastner, P.Palensky, C. Rwsener

A b a m G - For a long time, engineering technologla tried to
l a m larona from blolosy and m k the utic of bionic

approaches. Well known example of bionic methods "n be
found in m b o b or in the aerospace industry. Without
queatbo, the huaua bmia h the mait Important exam&& of
i u m g f a l l y controlling a eampler lyttem our body. when
building up complex sutomaiion systems with marive
numbers of lnformntion, impbutions and relatioms. a ntrtatep
could be to inelude neurobiology, psychology and

-

neuo-biological science provides useful means when
developing such a new modeL Thus, this article starts with a
general intoduction to the neum-hiological principles.
Next, OUT model i s presented. Since we plan to put the
model into practice, we show the arcbitechml gap we have
to face. As a consequence we express d-dn
for new suitable architechues.
11.

m r m WORK AND THEORY

The b u m nervous system

i s the most complex
communication network wer existing. A closs leek at
cowuter systems allow locating some analogies between

I. MOTNAT~ONAND
IMROOUTION

I

N presence, ubiquitous and pervasive computing i s the

major catchphrase in information technology. To realize
aspects out of these computational trends for automation
systems, the number of sensors and achlators has to
increase. Unfortunately, today's automation systems are not
ready to handle massive amounts of data In the past,
monolithic desigo with closed architechlres and
communicating facilities allowed only a limited number of
devices to interact. Next generation systems have to cape
with huge data amounts where, for instance, data have to be
pmessed originating from ad-hoc sensor networks (cf.
"smart dust" systems IS described in [I]). Obviously,

present data acquisition and manitgement systems are not
able to handle the expected data s a e m To act effectively,
for modem automation systems a hansformatian from
simple data to meaningful information i s a w t . However,
information can only be hansformed if the underlying
communication systems provide a high degree af
interoperability [ZI. 0th-se,
complex situations can
never be perceived and recognized It is now high time to
reason about new models for communication systems able
to cope with interoperability problems. In OUT opinion,

Flg. I . F . e ! S b g l e c b n i d a y s t b & e b m a w h e ~

hardware and software and the buman arcbetype (Figure I)
lbe nervous system represents the biological hardware
and .can be compared with sensors embedded in a technical
process. The soIIlciousness i s the biological soflwarq whish
can be confared with classical s a h a r e including
mechanism for communication, the operating system and
actual application. In between, OD the one hand methods for
image haadling, pod on the otber hand, interfacinghadware
by means of micropmgrammiogcan be identified
Traditional understanding of the brain is based on B gee
graphical mcdular model where different task are assigned
to single modules. However, this old-fashioned View cannot
describe the dynamic facilities afthe human nervous system
that in fact i s a highly redundant dynamic network changing
its topology depending on demand [3]. Now, it cauld be
argued,that ideas out afthe area of artificial intelligence are
B gaad basis for a new model. They rely on the hypothesis
thai mzhines can -1
"intelligent behaViar". This means,
that symbols might be realized in physical stl71clures [4].
Thus, artificial neumnal networks (ANN) try to rebuild
brain funetianalities by forming neumns, the smallest
pmessing unit of the vuhral nervous system However,
neither its architechre, which i s limited in the number of
nodes, nor its functionality e8n describe the genuine
fvnctionalities ofthe human brain in its high complexity.
In [S] a. leading thesis about the vnderstaoding of the
nervous system (containing the oeneal, peripheral nervous
system and the brain) was created. Eccles unsuccessfdly
tried to close the gap between technical terminology and the
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biological archetype - the i n t h to perception [61 - an
idea that met no respanse. Mark S o h formed a p p h i c a l
model representing the mental apparahls and pointed out the

'E"

environmental data toward sttention amading symbol stale
changes (events). Though the functionality of there 3 Layers
is quite the same, they allow the combination of different
information. So far, only the first one was realized by using

.

Fig.2.Mcntnl q p " aacmdq to I91

[n,

interoperation ofperception modules (Fig. 2)
[SI.
This schematic presentation of mental processes defines
thaf impulses can have three sou~ces:the extemal world, the
"Ego" (based on past conscious experience), the "Id" @aoed
on oast unconscious exoeri-l.
This vresmtatian i s the

a
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F& 3. Ihobasb fathenew q@

archetype for our new model.
It is the goal to combine the lessoos leamed from
neurology, computer technology and psycho analysis (Fig.
3) in order to get B new understanding of the humao mind
and in order to &e this underamding for new computer
systems that ean solve complex problems.

111. THENEWMPROACH

To allow different devices to interact properly, they have
to provide and use common standardizul interfaces. The
mare components implement a specific interface, the wider
b m e s the choice for mixing and matching them Thus,
such interfaces should cover a broad range of applications in
order to make them suitable for implementation by as many
components as reawnably possible. A popular Bpprwh
towards such 811 interface suitable for the representation of
arbitrary devices limctiandity is to breaL the Latter dow to
the data paint level based upan the d e f ~ t i o nof profiles.
With reference to the biological concept, the IntraIndushy, the Mer-Industry and the Inter-System Layer
to data adaptation of data
functionality of our madel a-&
points (cf. Sensory Perception in Fig. 2 ) [IO]. This
comprises the abstraction of the quantitative measurement
data to more qualitative information and a h the
hansfomation 6m cyclically performed o h m a t i o n of the

profiles (Fig. 4).
The Inno-Indurhy Lnyer is rerponsible for limctians
within a single industry - for example, B distance and an
o c c u p ~ c ysensor for eontmlling a light x e n e which use
the same bus system. Devices aut of different indushes
are combined in the I n r e r - l h 4 layer -they still use
the same communication technology, but they have been
designed for different inareas. In case of different
systems or technologies respectively, the combination is
done in the Inter-Sysem +er.
According to the human senses, the data adaptation
results in merging and processing of the data collected (cf.
Memty Tracer in Fig. 2). Due to this, the layers allow the
definition of symbol stadis far the camman inf-tion
base in order to achieve an unrestricted data exchange, a
descnptian of the common language. This symbol stack has
to emure the correct transformation of the information
(syntax) and it has to represent the correct meaning of the
data (swantic). Moreover, it has to satisfy thc requirements
by the different technologies used for the bottom layer. It
must he passible to map various information types froom the
S e n S O I I (mings, numben, binary "BI"es, data shllctures,
etc.) to symbolic representations.
The combination of diversified information leads to a
very promising discipline: smsor fusion. Taiie, BS an
example, pressure sensors that work much better (more
accurate) when they are "suppoxied" by B temperature
sensor. Accuracy is, however, not the only thing b t we cag
gain from sensor fusion. Sometimes it is passible to come to
an entirely other (higher) level of information: Two camem
combined ean not only deliver a more accurate 2D image
thao one camera They ean rather provide a 3D image with
distance information. Tnis is exactly what happens in the
hwnan brain when information f" various and divers
sasors is merged to symbols.
The result ofthe s e m r fusion is passed to the Represenlofion Layer where a detection that a potential dangerous
situation occws can be slated and passed to the Situnlion
Recognition Layer. Based an the symbols and memory
traces a proper reaction can follow (cf. AJect in Fig. 2).
Fig. 5 shows by example haw symbols can be &tined
+da sihmtion can be detected. For betta understanding, we
selected 8 common situation that takes place in a kitchen.
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hold information pertaining to the persons
affected (e.g. child), the lacation of effect (e.g. far away, in
range, close, near) and the purpose of data points (as.
StOW).

Data paints are collected by several different semors.
Basically, the first three sensors, the wcupancy and the
distance sensor (working in an ElB network), and the
feedback of a relays contact (working in a LON network)
provide information that there is m e o n e near the stove.
The last sensor, i.e. a amera t~ansmittingdafa via Firewire
is used to d e t d e who actually is present in the !&hen.
Using the different interopedility layers, the diffmnt
sensor informatian is merged ("fusioned"). The distance
sensor and the o-ancy
scmm are out of same industry
and thanks to specific inteworking standards can be
combined easily. It is the task of the Inter-Industry Layer to
join the feedback of the relays wnwt and the EIB semors.
Since the camaa is based on a completely different
technology, the rosult of the first thee sensors (someone
near the stove) and the informatian from the cmm (small
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operations: a universal but very inefficient way.
Our system might have even larger gaps. Thc madel
describes a Uow of (massive) data and layers that pmeess
and condense this data If this model is supposed to be
implemented by using an ordinary general purpose
Neumann machine, we might come to the situation where
the simplest operations (simple for our model) lead to
masrive problems 00 the Neumann architechre. Especially
the large mounts of data thd we are facing in our model
might not be pracessable with traditional hardware. Data
flow or conoectianist architectures stand in eonfrat to the
control flow a r c h i t e c h and might be more appropriate.
Very pmmising approaches for hosting bionic algorithms
are done in nana-computing [ I l l and oiha parallel
architeehues [12].
The conoepts discussed in tbis paper partly rely on layers
of bionic soffware that can not be implemented efficiently
on standard hardware. It will therefore be of eminent
importance to f i d or develop suitable hardware that
supuppark OUT model This will have to happen by using
datanow models and parallel dedicated hardware
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person, possibly child) are merged in the Inter-system layer.
Evaluating the symbals means judging the situation. Up
to now this evaluation is done s t a t i d y : there is a d e base,
some thresholds, maximum levels etc. to fmd out what the
set of valid symbols achlally mean for the w e n t situation.
We want to intmduce another "feahm" of the buman mind
which evalutionarily has proven its usefulness:feelings. We
pee feelings as the '%eights" of our evaluation network
Depending 011the current condition (angry, anxious, etc.)
one and the same set of symbols can be evaluted
differently. This condition, the ~ ~ r r e feeling,
nt
is, however,
B result of previous symbols (sensory infmmtian, memory
howledge). Therefore we have introduced a feedback into
our system (if you are already anxious, almost every sensed
sound makes you wen more anxious) that needs careful
examination. This feelings I
"
the static evaluation
into a dynamic one.

Iv. THEARc-w
The parallel n a m of bionic aIgor&m does simply not
fit to traditional Won Neumann" machines. It makes a big
difference to implement an ANN in satware, hosted on a
universal N"ana machine, or in satware that is running
an B machine specialized far A"%
The difference between
data smchues of higher propmming languages (e.g.
objects or simchres) and the real data smchlres on the
machine (e.g. bit octets) is oflen referred to as the "semantic
gap". The machine does not h o w about the object or the
strumre and cm only treat octets. Therefore aU operations
on this stwhrc mm be composed of sequential octet

Fig. 6 shows the principle afthe intended data flow architechlre.
Each layer has its own set of symbols and condenre the
information that flows from I& to right Since the soffwan
model uses autonomous layers that WO& in parallel (on
sequential data) it is just nahml.to reflect this &hin
hardware, instead of implementing it in, for example, a
multi-threaded satware program, -rig
an a general
purpose "wan Neumann" machine. The higher layers ofour
model might stiU be based an traditional databases and
general purpose computers. The '"lower.' layers, those that
are nearer to the sensor, however have to deal with an
e x e m e mount of data and need specialized hardware that
uses parallel processing and data flow methods.
The feedback of "feelings" as described before must be
reflected in this hardwan as weU. If the system is for
instance in the state "Alemess", the first layer afthe optial
sensars might be "rewired" in order to reaCf on fast
movements.

V. CONCLUSIONAM) OUTWOK
To achieve a high capacity of perception, additional
technical requirements have to be faced. Large " u h of
data have to be collected and stared form different ~ S O U ~ C
of different technologies. Data processing will be executed
on different levels simultaneously. Traditional contml
networks can provide basic eammunication. But not only
communication between devices of the same lechnologies,
but also devices based on different technologies is necessary
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for global perception.
our d e l lays the faunWon for fume systems of
confml aehuoda.Inferopeabilityis fulfilled on three levels:

1. Within industries,
2. Between different indusbies, and
3. Behueen different systems.

The first level can be provided with existing profiles.
Witbin the madel hvo p a w e d levels can be added to
achieve global intemperabilily. By using the storage of
knowledge of the system and a complex system of data and
pmcess management two further capable mechanisms have
been integrded.
F'uUnisp this theoretic model into practice is an interdiscip h q project that involves scientists from psycho analysis
to camputer science. We intend to verify ill much of the
made1 as possible in simulatians. Implemmting the system
is the fmal challenge and subjat to further publications.We
are aware of the faet, that it will be hard to put the
theoretical model into practice, when considering today's
hardwan. Therefore, we presented a f& outlook on new
ideas about possible hardware anhitechver applicable for
ow model.
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